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In this paper we consider a non-singular Morse-Smale flow @, on an irreducible, simple, closed, 
orientable 3-manifold M. We define a primitive flow q, from G1, and call the link type of the 
closed orbits of p, a primitive link of Gt. We show that the link types of the primitive links are 
finite and every non-singular Morse-Smale flow on M is obtained from a primitive flow by 
exchanging the flow in a regular neighborhood of attracting or repelling closed orbits. 
AMS Subj. Class.: 58F15, 58F25 
non-singular Morse-Smale flows 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider non-singular Morse-Smale flows (or NMS flows for 
short) on an irreducible, simple, closed, orientable 3-manifold M. By Morgan [8] 
we see that if such an M admits an NMS flow then M is a special Seifert fibered 
manifold as defined in [6]. Let @, be an NMS flow on M. In Section 2 we define 
a primitive flow ?If, from @I by an inductive method, and call the link type of the 
closed orbits of ?P! the primifive link of CD,. Then our first results are concerned with 
the finiteness of primitive links. 
Theorem 1. Let L be a primitive link of an NMSflow on an irreducible, simple, closed, 
orientable 3-manifold M which is not the projective space P’. If M is a lens space then 
L satisjies one of (i), (ii), (iii), and if M is not a lens space then L satis$es one of 
(ii), (iii), (iv), (v) of the following: 
(i) M is a union of two solid tori V,, V, where V, n V, = a V, = FJ V,, and L = 1, u l2 
wherel, (i=1,2) isacoreofV,; 
(ii) M admits a Setfert fibration 9 with orbit manifold a projective plane with no 
exceptional fibers, and L = 1, u 1, u l3 where each li is a regular fiber of 9 and 1, is an 
untwisted hyperbolic closed orbit ; 
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(iii) M admits a Seifert Jibration 8 with orbit manifold a projective plane with one 
exceptional jiber, and L = 1, u lz u I, where Ii (i = 1,2) is a regularjber of 9, 1, is the 
exceptional fiber of 9, and l2 is an untwisted hyperbolic closed orbit; 
(iv) M admits a Seifert jibration 9 with orbit manifold a 2-sphere with three 
exceptional fibers, and L = 1, u l2 v 1, u l4 where Ii (i = 1,2,3) is an exceptional fiber 
of 9 and is attracting or repelling, 1, is a regular fiber of 9 and is an untwisted 
hyperbolic closed orbit ; or 
(v) M admits a Seifert fibration 9 with orbit manifold a 2-sphere with three 
exceptional fibers, and L = 1, u 1, v 1, where each li is an exceptional Jiber of 9, 1, is a 
twisted hyperbolic closed orbit, and the index of 1, as an exceptional fiber is 2. 
Remark 1. We note that every NMS flow on a closed manifold has at least one 
attracting (repelling) closed orbit. 
Remark 2. Bonahon [2] and Hodgeson [5] have shown that the decomposition of 
a lens space Ln as in (i) of Theorem 1 is unique up to ambient isotopy of Ln. And 
it is known that if an irreducible, simple, closed Seifert fibered manifold M has 
infinite fundamental group, then the fiber structure of M is unique and the orbit 
manifold is a 2-sphere. If M admits a Seifert fibration as in (ii) or (iii), then M 
contains a l-sided Klein bottle K (see [6, p. 881). The regular neighborhood N(K) 
of K is the twisted I-bundle over the Klein bottle and we easily see that M - 
Int N(K) is a solid torus S’ x II*. The 3-manifolds with such a decomposition are 
classified in [7]. 
For P’ we have: 
Theorem 2. If L is a primitive link of an 
Theorem 1 or L = 1, u l2 u I,, where 1, is 
closed orbit, and 1,~ 1, is contained in V2 
Theorem 1. 
NMS flow on P3, then L is of type (i) in 
a core of V, and is a twisted hyperbolic 
as in Fig. 1, where VI, V2 are as in (i) of 
Our second result asserts that if M is neither the 3-sphere S3 or P3, then the 
study of NMS flows on M is reduced to the study of primitive flows and NMS 
flows on solid tori which are transverse to the boundary. 
Fig. 1. 
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Theorem 3. Let @, be an NMS flow on an irreducible, simple, closed, orientable 
3-manifold M which is neither S” or P’. Then there exists a primitiveflow q, such that 
@, is obtained from ly, by changing the flow in a regular neighborhood N of closed 
orbits of ly, each of which is attracting or repelling, where each component of N contains 
exactly one closed orbit of ‘Ifr and F, is transverse to aN. 
For P3 we have: 
Theorem 4. Let Qt be an NMSflow on P’. Then we have either 
(i) there exists a primitive flow 1v, whose closed orbits satisfy thejrst conclusion of 
Theorem 2 and CD* is obtained from F, as in Theorem 3 ; or 
(ii) there exists a primitivejow ‘Pt whose closed orbits I,, 12, 1, satisfy the second 
conclusion of Theorem 2. There are regular neighborhoods N, of Ii (i = 2,3) such that 
PI is transverse to aN,, and N, contains exactly one closed orbit of Fr In addition, 
there is an NMSjow @: on a (possibly trivial) knot complement Q of S’ such that 
@, is obtained from q, by changing theflow in N* and by replacing N,, ly,l y with Q, 
0: in such a way that the boundary of a compressing disk of ?IQ (c M) is a meridian 
loop of Q. 
See Fig. 2. 
Remark 3. M. Wad& recently obtained a characterization of links which are closed 
orbits of NMS flows on S’ [lo]. 
Fig. 2. 
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As a consequence of Theorem 1 we have: 
Corollary 1. If M is a lens space which is not of type (4n, 2n - l), then every primitive 
link of M satisfies conclusion (i) of Theorem 1. Moreover, these are unique up to 
ambient isotopy of M. 
If M is S3, then Corollary 1 implies: 
Corollary 2. The primitive link of any NMSflow on S3 is the Hopf link 
By Theorems 1 and 3 we have: 
Corollary 3. If @, is an NMSflow on an irreducible, simple, closed orientable 3 -manifold 
M which is not a lens space, then CD, has at least one hyperbolic, closed orbit which is 
not contractible in M. 
Remark 4. If M is a lens space then there exists an NMS flow @, on M such that 
each closed orbit of Qc is contractible in M. 
2. Preliminaries 
For the definitions of non-singular Morse-SmaleJlows and round handle decomposi- 
tions (or RHD for short), we refer to [l] and [8]. A closed orbit of an NMS flow 
on a 3-manifold is attracting, hyperbolic or repelling if the dimension of the unstable 
manifold is equal to one, two or three respectively. A hyperbolic closed orbit is 
untwisted if the unstable manifold is orientable, and twisted otherwise. 
For the definitions of irreducible 3-manifolds, incompressible surfaces, Seifert 
fibered manifolds, index of the fiber, orbit manifolds, simple manifolds and other 
standard terms in 3-dimensional topology, we refer to [4] and [6]. 
For the proof of the next lemma we refer to [9]. 
Lemma 1. Let T be a compressible torus in an irreducible, closed 3-manifold M. Then 
T bounds a solid torus or there exists a non-trivial knot h in S3 such that T bounds a 
compact 3-manifold which is homeomorphic to S3 - Int N(h), where N(h) denotes a 
regular neighborhood of h. Moreover, in the last case we can take a boundary of a 
compressing disk of Tfor a meridian of h. 
Lemma 2. Let Of be an NMS flow on a 3 -manifold M whose boundary is a torus, 
which is transverse to the boundary. If CD, has only one closed orbit 1, then M is a solid 
torus and 1 is isotopic to the core of M. 
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Proof. By [S], M has a RHD whose core circles are the closed orbits of the flow 
0,. Since @I has only one closed orbit, the RHD consists of only one round handle. 
Hence the conclusion follows. 0 
Now we will give the definition of the primitive flow of an NMS flow @, on an 
irreducible, simple, closed, orientable 3-manifold M. The basic idea is found in [9]. 
Let 
P)=M,cM,c...cM,.=M (*) 
be a RHD of M associated to 0, [8]. That is, M,,, is obtained from M, by attaching 
a round handle, @, is transverse to JMi (i = 1,. . . , s - 1) and the core circles of the 
RHD (*) are the closed orbits of Q1. By [8, Lemma 3.11, aMi is a disjoint union of 
tori. Suppose that there exists a boundary component T of M, bounding a solid 
torus P which contains more than one closed orbit of @, or bounding a 3-manifold 
Q which is homeomorphic to some non-trivial knot complement of S3 where the 
boundary of a compressing disk of T is a meridian loop of Q. See Lemma 1. If 
there is no such T, then we set F, = @,. 
If T bounds a P as above, then we exchange the how in Int P to get a flow @{ 
such that P contains only one closed orbit of @: which is attracting or repelling. 
If T bounds a Q as above, then there is a homeomorphism 
such that (M - Int Q) Ur (S’ x II*) is homeomorphic to M. We define an NMS flow 
@: on M such that the pull back of ~0: under the natural embedding 
M-IntQ+(M-IntQ)l._l(S’xD*)=M 
is @,l,,,_int Q and S’ x D2 contains only one closed orbit of @: which is attracting 
or repelling. 
By Lemma 2, we see that the number of closed orbits of @{ is less than that of 
@,. So this operation terminates in a finite number of steps, giving an NMS flow 
ly,. We call this flow 9, a primitive flow of @,, and call the link type of the closed 
orbits of 9, a primitive link of aP 
By the definition we easily see: 
Lemma 3. Let q’, be a primitiveflow of an NMSjlow on an irreducible, simple, closed, 
orientable 3-manifold M. If 
is a RHD associated to ?lf’,, then each component of aM, bounds a solid torus which 
contains only one closed orbit of Yft, which is attracting or repelling. 
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3. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 
In this section we will prove Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let q, be a primitive flow of an NMS flow on M. If q, has 
no hyperbolic closed orbits then ?P1 has exactly two closed orbits, one of which is 
attracting and the other repelling. Then we have the conclusion (i). 
Suppose that P, has a hyperbolic closed orbit. Then we consider a RHD associated 
to PI. There are 11 ways of attaching round l-handles to the boundary consisting 
of tori; they are shown in Fig. 3. 
Now types (2) and (4) yield non-separating 2-spheres in M. So the RHD of M 
is not of type (2) or (4). 
Assume that a RHD of M yields a type (1) attaching. Then it yields a connected 
sum of two solid tori R in M. By Lemma 3, each component of M - Int R is a solid 
torus. Hence M is a connected sum of two lens spaces L, and L, [4]. Since M is 
irreducible, one of them is S3. But this contradicts the definition of a primitive flow, 
for in this case P, can be reduced to such a flow that has only two closed orbits. 
Assume that a RHD of M yields a type (3), (9) or (10) attaching. Then it yields 
a connected sum R = (S’ x 0’) # (T* x I) or R = ( T2 x I) # ( T2 x I), where T2 
denotes the 2-dimensional torus and I denotes the unit interval [0, 11. By Lemma 
3 each component of M - Int R is a solid torus. Hence M is a connected sum of 
two lens spaces, and we have a contradiction as above. 
Assume that a RHD of M yields a type (8) attaching. Then it yields a connected 
sum P3 # ( T2 x I). Since M is irreducible, M must be P3, which contradicts the 
assumption. 
Assume that a RHD of M yields a type (6) attaching. Then it yields an orientable 
S’-bundle over a punctured Mobius band, which we denote by R. By Lemma 3, 
each component of M - Int R is a solid torus T, (i = 1,2). Let I, (c R n Ti) be a 
fiber of R. 
Assertion 1. Each 1, is not a meridian loop of K. 
Proof. Assume that Ii is a meridian loop of r. Then there is an annulus A properly 
embedded in R, which does not separate R, and there are pairwise disjoint meridian 
disks D,, D2 of 7; such that a( D, u D2) = aA. Then D, u Au II2 is a non-separating 
2-sphere in M, which is a contradiction. 0 
By Assertion 1 we see that the S’-fibration of R is extended to a Seifert fibration 
9 of M and we have conclusion (ii) or (iii) of the theorem. We note that 9 does 
not have two exceptional fibers, for M is simple [6]. 
Assume that a RHD of M yields a type (5) or (11) attaching. Then it yields R, 
a (disk with two holes) x S’. By Lemma 3, each component of M - Int R is a solid 
torus 7; (i = 1,2,3). Let Ii (c R n T) be a fiber of R. 
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Assertion 2. Each 1, is not a meridian loop of T+ 
Proof. Assume that Ii is a meridian loop of r. Then there is an annulus A properly 
embedded in R which cuts R into two T2 x I. And there are pairwise disjoint 
meridian disks D,, D2 of T, such that a( D, u D2) = aA, so D, u A u D2 is a f-sphere 
in A4. Since M is irreducible, D, u Au D2 bounds a 3-cell B. Then for some j (f i), 
?; = B. Then T, u B is a solid torus in M. Since R u T, u T, is a regular neighborhood 
of T, u B, R u T, u Tj is a solid torus, which contradicts the definition of primitive 
flow. 0 
By Assertion 2 the S’-fibration of R extends to a Seifert fibration 9 of M with 
orbit manifold a 2-sphere with at most three exceptional fibers. We note that 9 has 
exactly three exceptional fibers; for if not, then !P, can be reduced to a flow that 
has two closed orbits. Hence we have conclusion (iv). 
Assume that a RHD of M yields a type (7) attaching. Then it yields a Seifert 
fibered manifold R with orbit manifold an annulus with one exceptional fiber of 
index 2. By Lemma 3, each component of M - Int R is a solid torus T, (i = 1,2). 
Let Ii (c T. n R) be a fiber of R. 
Assertion 3. Each li is not a meridian loop of z. 
Proof. Assume that Ii is a meridian loop of 7;. Then there are pairwise disjoint disks 
DO, D, in R u T, such that D,u D, cuts R u T, into a punctured P3 and a 0’ x I. 
Since M is irreducible, M must be P3, which contradicts the assumption. 0 
By Assertion 3 we see that the Seifert fibration of R extends to a Seifert fibration 
of M with orbit manifold a 2-sphere with three exceptional fibers. Hence we have 
conclusion (v). 
We note that a Seifert fibered manifold with orbit manifold a 2-sphere with three 
exceptional fibers is not a lens space. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let ?P1 be a primitive flow of an NMS flow on P3. If ?P, has 
no hyperbolic closed orbits, then we have conclusion (i) of Theorem 1. Thus we 
suppose that P, has a hyperbolic closed orbit. We consider a RHD associated to 
?P,. Then there are 11 ways of attaching round l-handles to the boundary consisting 
of tori (see the proof of Theorem 1). We note that the arguments in the proof of 
Theorem 1 hold except in the case when the attaching is of type (7) or (8). 
Assume that the attaching is not of type (7) or (8). Then by the proof of Theorem 
1, P3 admits one of the Seifert fibrations in (ii)-(v) of Theorem 1. Since P3 is a lens 
space the fibration is of type (ii) or (iii). Then by [6, p. 881, P3 contains a l-sided 
Klein bottle. But by [2], if a lens space contains a Klein bottle then it is of type 
(4n, 2n - 1) for some natural number n. This is a contradiction. Hence the attaching 
of a round l-handle is of type (7) or (8). 
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Assume that the attaching of a round l-handle is of type (7). Then it yields a 
Seifert fibered manifold R with orbit manifold an annulus with one exceptional 
fiber of index 2. 
We claim that Assertion 3 in the proof of Theorem 1 holds in this case. We will 
use the notations of Assertion 3. Assume that I, is a meridian loop of T+ Then there 
are pairwise disjoint disks DO, D, properly embedded in R u Ti such that D,-,u D, 
cuts R u T, into a punctured P3 and a 0’ X Z, where D* X { j} (j = 0,l) corresponds 
to 0, and aD2 x(i) is Zk (k # i). Let N be Tk u (II* x I). N is a punctured lens space 
or S2 x S’. Since P3 is irreducible, N is a 3-cell. Then Zk intersects a meridian loop 
of Tk transversely in a single point. Then R u Tk is a solid torus. But this contradicts 
the definition of primitive flow, and the claim is established. 
Hence the Seifert fibration of R extends to a Seifert fibration 9 of P’ whose orbit 
manifold is a 2-sphere and has at most three exceptional fibers. Since P3 is a lens 
space it does not have three exceptional fibers. So li (i = 1 or 2) intersects a meridian 
loop of 7; transversely in a single point. Then we have a contradiction as above. 
Hence the attaching of a round l-handle is not of type (7). 
Suppose that the attaching of a round handle is of type (8). Then it yields a 
P3 # (T* x I), which we denote by R. By Lemma 3, each component of M - Int R 
is a solid torus T, (i = 1,2). Hence P3 = P3 # L where L is a lens space. Since P3 is 
irreducible, L must be S3 and the cores of T,, T2 comprise the Hopf link in L. We 
note that P3- Int (round l-handle) is a solid torus. Hence we have the second 
conclusion of Theorem 2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
4. Proof of Theorems 3 and 4 
For the proof of Theorems 3 and 4 we define a torus system of a RHD 
e,=M,cM,c...c&&,,=M (*) 
associated to an NMS flow @,. Let T’ be the system of tori which consists of the 
boundary components of M,, . . . , M,,_,. Then we can move each component of 7’ 
by an isotopy along the flow 0, to get a new system of tori 7 = {T,, . . . , T,}, such 
that T, n ?; = 0 (i f j) and each component of M cut along IJY=, T, contains exactly 
one closed orbit of @,. Then we call r a torus system of the RHD (*) associated to 
an NMS flow @,. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 
e)=M,cM,c.. .cM,,,=M (*) 
be a RHD associated to Of and 7O = { T,, . . . , T,} be a torus system of the RHD (*) 
associated to the NMS flow QP By Lemma 1, each T, bounds Pi, which is a solid 
torus or is homeomorphic to some non-trivial knot complement where the boundary 
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of a compressing disk of T, is a meridian loop. Then we define a subset r* of r. as 
follows. 
We define a partial order on {Pi, . . . , P,} by the inclusion relation, and let 
{P?, . . ., P)} be the set of all maximal elements. Let TF = dPF (1 s is I) and 
7*={TT,..., TT}. Then we shall divide the proof into two cases. 
Case 1. r* consists of only one component Tr. 
Let R = M - Int PT. Then we note that Int R does not contain any element of ro. 
Hence R is a solid torus (Lemma 2). Assume that PT is a non-trivial knot complement. 
Since the boundary of a compressing disk of TT is a meridian loop of Pt, P:u R 
in S3, which is a contradiction. Hence PT is a solid torus. So if we use TT to reduce 
the NMS flow @, to get a primitive flow V,:, then for ?Pf the conclusion of Theorem 
3 holds. We note that the closed orbits of ?P, satisfy conclusion (i) of Theorem 1. 
Case 2. T* consists of more than one component. 
Let R=M-Int(PTu. . . u Pt). We note that Int R does not contain any element 
of TV, and R contains only one closed orbit of Qp If the closed orbit is attracting 
or repelling, then R is a solid torus. So r* consists of one component, which 
contradicts the assumption. Hence the closed orbit is hyperbolic. Then by the proof 
of Theorem 1, there are 11 ways of attaching round l-handles to the boundary 
consisting of tori and they yield either (S’ x D2) # (S’ x D2), (S’ x D2) # ( T2 X I), 
( T2 x I) # ( T2 x I), a Seifert fibered manifold of index 2, (disk with two holes) X S’ 
or an orientable S’-bundle over a punctured Mobius band, denoted by E. Since 
Int R contains no element of ro, we may suppose that E = R. 
Suppose that R is homeomorphic to (S’ x 0’) # (S’ x 0’). Then M - Int R = P: u 
Pf and A4 = M, # M2, where M, (i = 1,2) is obtained from P* by attaching a solid 
torus along their boundaries. Since M is irreducible we may suppose that M2 is S3. 
Then R u Pf is a solid torus, and by the argument in Case 1 we see that Pt is a 
solid torus. So if we use TT to reduce the NMS flow Qr to get a primitive flow Fc, 
then for V, the conclusion of Theorem 3 holds. 
Suppose that R is homeomorphic to ( T2 x I) # ( T2 x I). Then M - Int R = PT u 
Pf u Pg u Pz, where PT and PT (Pf and Pf resp.) are attached to the same T2 X I. 
Since M contains no incompressible torus, either Pf or Pz (Pf or Pz resp.) is a 
solid torus. Hence by the argument in the above paragraph we can show that 
Theorem 3 holds in this case. 
Suppose that R is homeomorphic to a Seifert fibered manifold with orbit manifold 
an annulus with one exceptional fiber of index 2. Then M - Int R = Pt u Pz. Assume 
that both PT and Pz are non-trivial knot complements. Then both Tf and Tf are 
incompressible in M, which is a contradiction. Assume that Pr is a non-trivial knot 
complement and P$ is a solid torus. We note that for R and Pf, Assertion 3 in the 
proof of Theorem 1 holds and so R u Pf admits a Seifert fibration. Since TT is 
incompressible in PF, TT is compressible in Pz. * By [6] a Seifert fibered manifold 
with compressible boundary is a solid torus. But by Case 1 this means that M is 
S3, which is a contradiction. Hence both PT and Pf are solid tori. So if we use Tf 
and T$ to reduce the NMS flow Qr to get a primitive flow @,, then for V, the 
conclusion of Theorem 3 holds. 
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We have to show that in the rest of the cases Theorem 3 holds, but the procedure 
is almost the same as above and so we omit it. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let TF, P*, T* be as in the proof of Theorem 3. If r* consists 
of one component or R is either (S’ x 0’) # (S’ x D*), (S’ x D*) # ( T2 x I), or 
( T2 X 1) # (T* x I), then the proof of Theorem 3 holds in this case. Hence there 
exists a primitive flow P, whose closed orbits satisfy conclusion (i) of Theorem 1, 
and @, is obtained from ?P1 as in Theorem 3. 
If R is a Seifert fibered manifold such as in the proof of Theorem 3, then P3 
admits one of the Seifert fibrations in (ii)-(v) of Theorem 1. But by the proof of 
Theorem 2 this is impossible. 
Suppose that R is P3 # ( T2 XI). Then P3 - Int R = Pf u Pf. If both PT and Pt 
are non-trivial knot complements, then TT is an incompressible torus in the original 
P3, which is a contradiction. So we may suppose that PT is a solid torus. Then if 
we use TT and Tf to reduce @, to get !P, and we set Q = Pt, CD: = @,I PT, we have 
conclusion (ii). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1. Assume that there exists a primitive link L of M that satisfies 
conclusion (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 1. Then by the proof of Theorem 2, M must be 
a lens space of type (4n, 2n -I), which is a contradiction. Then by Remark 2 in 
Section 1, the primitive link of M is unique up to ambient isotopy of M. 0 
Corollary 2 is a special case of Corollary 1. 
Proof of Corollary 3. Let 9 be a Seifert fibration of M. Then by Theorems 1 and 
3 it suffices for the proof of Corollary 3 to show that the regular fiber of 9 is not 
contractible in M. 
It is known that if r,(M) is infinite then the regular fiber of 9 is not contractible 
in M [6]. Hence we suppose that r,(M) is finite. 
Let L be a lens space which is not S3 and 9’ be a Seifert fibration of L. Then 
the orbit manifold of 9’ is a 2-sphere with at most two exceptional fibers or a 
projective plane with at most one exceptional fiber. Then by the presentation of 
n-,(M) as in [4] or [6] we easily see that the regular fiber of 9’ is not contractible 
in M. 
If the orbit manifold of 9 is a projective plane then we have an epimorphism 
4 : r,(M) + Z,. If the orbit manifold of 9 is a 2-sphere then we have an epimorphism 
from nl(M) to G = ((Y, p; CY~ = P4 = (+)‘= U, where (P, a r) = C&2, I), C&3,3), 
(2,3,4) or (2,3, 5) [6]. Then we easily have an epimorphism G + Z, (n = 2 or 3), 
hence an epimorphism 4 : r,(M) -+Z,. Hence M has a finite cover &%-+ M where 
M is a lens space, which is not S3. Then the fiber structure 9 lifts to a fiber structure 
@ of 6. We note that the regular fiber of 9 lifts to the regular fiber of .%. By the 
above claim the regular fiber of 4 is not contractible in I\;i. Hence the regular fiber 
of 9 is not contractible in M. 0 
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